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About Butler Street 

 Butler Street is a management consulting, training and 

research firm that helps companies achieve lasting 

results in the two most challenging areas they face:   

Client Development and Talent Development. 

RECOGNIZING RISK IN YOUR 

LARGEST CLIENTS 
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Recognizing Risk in your Largest Clients  

 

 

1. THE SCENARIO 
 

In mid-market companies, the revenue mix often 

follows the 80/20 rule - also known as the Pareto Rule 

which (paraphrased) states that 80% of an 

organization’s revenue and profit comes from 20% of 

its Clients.   

This phenomenon can be especially pronounced on 

the lower end of the market, in companies whose 

revenue is in the range of $ 5 Million - $ 100 Million 

annually.  Many of these companies have 

entrepreneurial roots, and derived their success from 

a mixture of the vision, passion, and brute force displayed by a “founder on a mission”.  And many of 

these organizations find themselves in a scenario where a relatively small number of accounts has 

become massively important to the sustainability of the company. 

But big customers are complex and dynamic.  Key decision makers leave the company.  They acquire, 

or get acquired by competitors.  Their markets shift.  New regulations are passed.  If the entrepreneurial 

company isn’t highly attuned to the nuances of these relationships, then disaster can strike at any 

moment.  There no more discouraging event for a CEO than getting the call saying “our largest client is 

leaving us.      

Key Account Risk is often masked by a number of factors.  According to Bain and Company: 

1. Customers are not candid.  96% of unhappy customers never complain…and 9 out of 10 

unhappy customers will simply leave and never come back. 

2. Client satisfaction doesn’t mean that customers are loyal.  60%-80% of customers who leave 

have scored themselves as “satisfied” or “very satisfied” on traditional customer surveys. 

 

In addition, these key accounts are often managed by 

long tenured customer facing teams, who have 

relationships spanning years or even decades with a 

key contact or small number of people within the 

client environment.  This can create a myopic view of the account, where Key Account Risk can bubble 

up unexpectedly.  
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So what are the major components of Key Account Risk?  A recent analysis conducted by Butler Street 

Research shows that the top four reasons for client defection are: 

1. Change in a Key Decision Maker – where a long term sponsor or contact leaves the client 

environment and a new Decision Maker (who doesn’t know your value) enters the picture 

2. Lack of Innovation – when customer relationships stagnate, and the product lines you have 

historically sold them are no longer critical to their current strategic initiatives 

3. Not Meeting Service Level Agreements – if SLA’s change in the customer environment or a shift 

in operations in your business causes a misalignment of service expectations 

4. Lack of Responsiveness – can occur in cases where the clues to new initiatives or changing 

business requirements are missed or not fully understood by the account team in place today. 

 

2. THE ISSUE 

The fundamental issue for most mid-market B2B firms is the absence of 

an organized process for Key Account Management.  Without the 

essential management tools in place, the chance of a major client 

defection is significantly higher in any organization, and all the more 

critical for those with a top heavy, 80/20 revenue or profit structure.   

So why don’t organizations have a Key Account Management process?  

Our conversations with senior executives consistently highlight the issue 

– it’s not that business leaders aren’t aware of the risks – it’s that they simply don’t know how to get 

started building a well-organized approach. 

 

3. CREATING A KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

In our experience, we have found that companies with a well-organized system of reinforcing activities 

designed for the specific purpose of managing Key Accounts lose fewer clients and grow faster than 

the market.    
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The first step for any company is to measure Client Loyalty, by 

deploying tools such as Net Promoter Score® and Voice of the 

Customer surveys in order to gain rapid insight into the perceptions 

that your clients have of your relationship. 

Step two involves establishing a Client Risk Analysis platform – a 

set of metrics which, when used regularly, give a clear and ongoing 

picture of your relationship quality, relationship depth and 

competitive position in the account. 

Quarterly Business Reviews are the third mechanism for managing 

Key Account Risk.  QBR’s facilitate regular strategic conversations with your clients, designed to ensure 

that your services are aligned with their mission critical initiatives.  

Finally, high performing organizations demonstrate a Management Culture that makes Key Account 

Management a weekly conversation – using detailed reports and dialog to uncover potential risks and 

new opportunities for growth in their most important clients. 

 

To take the first step in measuring Client Loyalty, visit:     www.aremyclientsloyal.com   

To learn more about Butler Street Consulting, visit:   www.butlerstreetllc.com 

 

 

System of Reinforcing Activities 

 

Net Promoter, Net Promoter System, Net Promoter Score, NPS and the NPS-related emoticons 

are registered trademarks of Bain & Company, Inc., Fred Reichheld and Satmetrix Systems, Inc. 
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